
    Undetale Jumpchain! 

 

 

long ago, two races ruled over the Earth as equals: Humans and Monsters. One day, war broke out 

between the two races. After a long battle, the humans were victorious. They sealed the monsters 

underground with a magic spell, though the barrier was not a perfect seal. Legends say those who 

climb Mt. Ebott never return. 

Years after the devastating combat, an individual has fallen through a hole and into the monsters' 

vast underworld. This individual in this instance is you dear jumper.  It's up to you how you 

proceed, including whether you kill any monsters in your way, or try to find peaceful resolutions to 

the conflict. Where will you be when 10 years are up? What mark will you leave on this world? 

Remember well though jumper. No one has to die. 

Now before we drop you into the bizarre yet charming world of undertale, you will have +1000 CP 

to work with for various perks and such related to this jump as is the standard fare. Spend it wisely. 

 

Now then, what sort of a person are you in the scale of things?: who are you in the grand scheme 

of this? 

Age: 1d8+8 to decide age if you feel like just letting random chance decide. Or you can choose 

both age and gender I guess? I won't judge. 

 

Starting location:  

1 &2: The ruins: Constructed with regal purple stone and characterized by its pathways, long halls, 

and stone walls. Numerous flower patches and old trees and vines line these old halls where 

monsters once lived. One still remains here who may be willing to lend their aid. You wake up in a 

rather peculiar flower patch if you start here. 

3&4: Snowdin outskirts: Despite being subterranean, Snowdin is somehow covered in a perpetual 

layer of ice and snow (thus the name) and because of how cold it is, it's mainly home to monsters 

with thick fur, such as bears and bunnies. Cold aside, it's a surprisingly pleasant little community. 

You find yourself half buried in a snowbank if you start here. 



5: Waterfall area: Largely a dimly lit area, the caverns and open regions of Waterfall house many 

fields of Echo Flowers, living areas, as well as the Garbage Dump. Likely the underground's primary 

source of water. If one looks carefully they can find a hidden village populated by a rather... 

unique kind of monster. You find yourself going off a short waterfall and into a water pool if you 

start here. 

6: Hotland: Hotland is an arid, sweltering region with reddish orange sand-like dirt. It is also heavily 

industrialized with things like steam vents, piping, and even a number of laser defense systems 

making it quite dangerous to traverse. The upshot of all this is the MTT resort at the other end of 

things which is a welcome reprieve from the heat and has more than a few luxuries to enjoy. 

Starting here means you'll start quite a ways from there though. 

7: New Home: The capital of the monsters. Entirely of massive grey scale stone work buildings. 

This location is also perhaps the closest to the barrier, as well as the location of the royal seat of 

power for monster-kind. If you are not careful here as a human you may have quite a bad time. 

8: Pick from above. Any choice. 

 

Origins: 

 

Drop-in: Free 

Almost literal in this case. You are simply you, no special treatment or anything. A welcome choice 

for most. Be warned though, there are those that will more easily be able to discern your true 

nature if you take this, and not all of them have your best interests in mind. 

 

Fallen Child: 100 CP 

A human from the surface who for one reason or another came to Mt. Ebott and fell into the 

underground. Humans in undertale are tough as nails physically, and have the ability to fully utilize 

the mysterious power of determination. The human soul itself is a powerful thing and can survive 

the person's demise... not that this will do you much good since if you die you fail the jump even if 

the soul survives. 

 

Monster: 100 CP 



A rather broad species. Monsters are beings which are more magic than flesh, and their soul 

makes up the majority of their existence. Monsters take on any number of forms, be they 

something simple as a skeleton or ghost, or even as baffling as a Tsundereplane. Monsters are 

limited to the amount of determination they can handle, but unlike humans are far more adept in 

the ways of magic, being more able to express themselves through it. As a monster you'll probably 

be in less active danger but one can never be too careful. 

 

Boss Monster: 300 CP 

Something of a middle ground between monsters and humans, boss monsters are beings of great 

power who have a higher threshold for how much determination they can handle, and can hold 

their own against most humans. Additionally a boss monster does not age unless they have 

offspring and their souls persist briefly after death. Unlike other monsters boss monsters have a 

defined form in the shape of a goat-like humanoid. For the purposes of perk discounts and such 

this origin should be considered the same as monster. 

 

 

Perks: All discounts are 50% off. 

 

:(100 CP, Drop-in free) 

 

:(100 CP, Fallen child free) 

 

Basics of magic: (100 CP, Monster free) 

A most basic understanding of the world's magic and how to use it. For humans this is a bit more 

difficult to use than monsters, but not entirely impossible. 

 

:(300 CP, Drop-in discount) 

 



:(300 CP, Fallen Child discount) 

 

:(300 CP, Monster discount) 

 

:(600 CP, Drop-in discount) 

 

:(600 CP, Fallen Child discount) 

 

:(600 CP, Monster discount) 

 

 

 

Items: 

Gold: (50 CP, 1 purchase free for drop-ins) 

A modest sum of 250 coins of the underground's currency. Invest it wisely. 

 

Refilling instant noodles: (100 CP, Drop-in discount) 

A container of so-so instant noodles of monster make. They taste alright and since they're monster 

food they instantly turn into energy and heal you a bit when you eat them, but they arn't terribly 

nutritious so you can't live off them. Refills with a fresh batch once a week. 

 

Manly Bandanna: (100 CP, Fallen child free) 

A curious bandanna which seemingly has muscular abs patterned onto it. You can't get much more 

manly than that. Wearing it seems to confer a small amount of magical protection, but more 

importantly it fills you with confidence in the face of adversity. 



 

: (100 CP, monster free) 

 

: (200 CP, Drop-in discount) 

 

Cellphone: (200 CP, Fallen child discount) 

A state of the art cellphone which is immensely modifiable, and can be equipped with any number 

of helpful functions. An engineer's dream. Oh. It also functions as a phone if you need to keep in 

touch with someone important. 

 

: (200 CP, Monster discount) 

 

The knife: (600 CP): 

 A real honest to god sharpened knife. It seems rather innocuous but is a lot more dangerous than 

it appears at a glance. This weapon is practically dripping with malice and hate and one blow is like 

anathema to monsters and other entities who are affected by strong emotions. Despite the 

obvious benefits it feels like you'll have a bad time if you take this. 

 

Companions: 

Temmie: 100 CP 

Adorably awkward little monsters, this particular Temmie has taken quite a liking to you. While 

rather childish in how they act and speak, they are surprisingly shrewd in the ways of capitalism 

and are more than happy to hock any goods you give them to sell, in exchange for pettings of 

course. For 100 more CP this Temmie has gone through higher education and is smarter, as well as 

less childish. 

 

Drawbacks: Up to a maximum of +600 CP may be taken in drawbacks 
 



Overtale: (+0 CP) 

Well... it seems you're late to the party and monsters have come to the surface. Ignore all starting 

location options. You start on Mt. Ebott instead and get to spend your 10 years in a world where 

monsters and humans have begun to learn about each other all over again. A rather exciting time 

indeed, if a bit easy. This will probably shift the jump's tone to a bit more of a slice of life type deal. 

Where's the challenge in that though? 

 


